Tropical Trapezohedron Fish

a paper sculpture kit
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Cut out the pieces, leaving all of the tabs attached. You'll need a sticky craft glue to assemble the pieces. School-glue or all-purpose glue does not work as well as craft glue! Make light creases along all of the solid lines and tabs.

1. Begin joining the body along the midsection, starting with the tab numbered "1". Join the entire midsection, taking care to leave the three tabs marked "11" for last. Apply glue to all three tabs marked "11" and drop the last body flap over them.

2. Apply glue to all of the tabs marked "12" and then drop the mouth piece over them.

3. Join the long edge on the tail first, forming an open pyramid.

4. Apply glue to the remaining tabs (marked "2") and drop the face onto them.

5. Apply glue to the inside of the open end of the fish's body, then slide the tail into it.
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